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The examples in this book demonstrate CSS features that are supported by leading web 
browsers, and the screenshots illustrate the actual results produced by the listed code examples. 
Certain colorization conventions are used to clarify the code listed in the steps...

CSS selectors, properties, and punctuation are colored blue, but specified values are colored red:

div > span { color : Red ; background : Yellow ; }

CSS and HTML comments are colored green: /* CSS comment */ <!-- HTML  comment -->

HTML tags are colored blue, literal text and JavaScript code is colored black, and element 
attribute values are colored orange in both HTML and CSS code:

<p class=”frame”>CSS in easy steps</p>

p.frame { color : White ; background : Green ; }

Additionally, in order to identify each source code file described in the steps, a file icon and file 
name appears in the margin alongside the steps:

The source code of HTML documents used in the book’s examples is not listed in full to avoid 
unnecessary repetition but the listed HTML code is the entire fragment of the document to 
which the listed CSS code is applied. You can download a single ZIP archive file containing all 
the example files by following these easy steps:

l1 Browse to www.ineasysteps.com then navigate to Free Resources and choose the 
Downloads section

l2 Find CSS in easy steps, 4th edition in the list, then click on the hyperlink entitled All 
Code Examples to download the archive

l3 Now, extract the archive contents to any convenient location on your computer

If you don’t achieve the result illustrated in any example, simply compare your code to that in 
the original example files you have downloaded to discover where you went wrong.  

How to Use This Book

page.html style.css image.png script.pldata.xmlcursor.cur
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Meet CSS

The W3C is an 
international consortium 
whose members work 
together to develop web 
standards. The CSS home 
page can be found on 
the W3C website at 
www.w3.org/Style/CSS

• Easier maintenance – a single style sheet can control multiple 
HTML documents, so changing appearance across an entire 
website is possible by editing just one style sheet.

• Smaller file sizes – removal of all presentational markup from 
HTML produces smaller files, which download faster.

• Greater control – margins, borders, padding, background 
color and background images to any HTML element, and the 
appearance of certain parts of the interface, such as the cursor, 
can now be specified.

Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is a language used to control the 
presentation of elements within HyperText Markup Language 
(HTML) documents. Presentation is specified by “styles” that 
may be assigned “inline” to HTML element style attributes, or by 
“rules” within <style> </style> tags in the HTML document’s 
head section, or as rules within separate style sheets. Each style rule 
selects specified elements then applies specified styles to them.

CSS was created by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) 
to regain control of document markup as HTML grew from the 
initial few “tags” that merely defined the structural elements of a 
document – headings, paragraphs, hyperlinks, lists, etc. As further 
tags were added controlling images, text color, font size and 
background color, it became recognized that the source code of 
many web pages often contained a great deal of markup for very 
little actual content.

The W3C offered a solution to regain control of document 
markup by separating their structural and presentational aspects. 
HTML tags would continue to control the structure but 
presentational aspects would now be controlled by “style rules” 
written in the Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) language. Besides 
distinguishing between structural and presentational aspects of a 
document, the CSS solution brings these additional benefits:

The latest CSS specification (CSS3) is divided into modules that 
allow enhancements such as rounded borders, drop-shadows, 
gradient color-fills and animation effects – these and more are 
demonstrated by example in this book.
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CSS is the universally 
accepted style sheet 
language that is 
recognized by all modern 
web browsers.

...cont’d

The term “Cascading” in CSS describes the manner in which 
style rules can fall from one style sheet to another. The cascade 
determines which style rule will have precedence over others and 
be the one applied to the selected HTML element.

There are three basic types of style sheet that can specify style 
rules to be applied to HTML elements:

• Browser (default) style sheet – browsers employ an intrinsic 
set of style rules that they apply to all web pages by default. 
These vary slightly between different browsers but all have 
common features such as black text and blue hyperlinks.

• User style sheet – some browsers allow the user to specify their 
own appearance preferences, which effectively creates a custom 
style sheet that overrides the browser’s default style sheet.

• Author style sheet – where the HTML document specifies 
a style sheet created by the web page author, the browser will 
apply the style rules it contains, overriding both the user style 
sheet and the default browser style sheet.

So the cascade means that the browsers will typically apply the 
style rules in an author style sheet, if present, otherwise it will 
apply the style rules in a user style sheet, if present, otherwise it 
will apply the style rules in the browser’s style sheet by default.

Final precedence of 
style rules that target 
the same element is 
determined by their 
“specificity” weight –  
see pages 22/23.

Browser 
style sheet

Web page

User 
style sheet

Author style 
sheet
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The background 
property is a 
“shorthand” property 
for background-color 
and several other CSS 
properties that are 
described on page 26.

Create Rules

1 Selector – specifying which element/s of the HTML 
document are the target of that rule.

2 Declaration Block – specifying how properties of the selected 
target element should be styled.

In CSS each style rule is comprised of two main parts:

A style rule (or “style rule set”) begins with the selector, followed 
by the declaration block within a pair of curly brackets (braces). 
The braces contain one or more declarations that each specify a 
property and a valid value for that property, as in this example:

 

Selector Declaration block
Declaration Declaration

h1 { color : Blue ;  background : Yellow ;  }

ValuePropertyValueProperty

Typically, the selector targets (selects) a particular HTML element 
for styling – such as all <h1> heading elements in the document 
using the style rules example above.

The declaration block in the example above contains two 
declarations to specify the foreground and background colors of 
the selected target elements. The CSS color property is assigned 
a Blue value – so each <h1> heading element will have blue 
foreground text. Similarly, the CSS background property is 
assigned a Yellow value – so each <h1> heading element will have 
a yellow background.

Notice how the CSS declaration uses a : colon character to 
assign a value to a property. Notice also that each declaration is 
terminated by a ; semi-colon character.

Strictly speaking, the final declaration in the declaration block 
does not need to be terminated by a semi-colon but most web 
page authors prefer to habitually terminate all CSS declarations – 
so they need not remember to add a separating semi-colon when 
adding further declarations to an existing style rule set.
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…cont’d

l1 When creating a new CSS style rule, the author must 
initially specify a selector to target the HTML element 
to which the rule will be applied – the CSS selector is 
everything that appears before the opening brace of the 
declaration block 
h1

l2 Next, the declaration block must be created by adding a 
pair of braces after the selector 
h1 { }

l3 Now, a declaration can be inserted within the declaration 
block to assign a value to a property 
h1 { color : Blue ; }

l4 A second declaration can then be added within the 
declaration block, separated from the first by a semi-colon 
h1 { color : Blue ;  background : Yellow ; }

l5 The style rule set is now complete but can also be applied 
to another HTML element by extending the selector to 
become a comma-separated list 
h1, h2 { color : Blue ;  background : Yellow ; }

l6 Further style rule sets can then be added below the first 
style rule set to target other elements 
h1, h2 { color : Blue ;  background : Yellow ; } 
p { color : Red ; }

rules.html

Style rule sets with fewer 
than four declarations 
are written on a single 
line, otherwise they 
are written across 
multiple lines for clarity 
– typically the selector 
and { opening brace will 
appear on the first line, 
followed by declarations 
on individual lines, then 
the } closing brace on 
the final line. Code is 
listed in this book more 
concisely formatted due 
to limited page space.

Whitespace (spaces, 
tabs, line feeds, and 
carriage returns) is 
permitted within style 
rules to allow the author 
to format the style rules 
to their own preference. 
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The viewport’s <meta> 
tag does not need to be 
spread across two lines. 
It is shown like that here 
due to space constraints.

Apply Rules
A style sheet is simply a collection of style rules to be applied to 
an HTML document. An internal style sheet can be created by 
inserting the style rules between <style> and </style> tags in the 
head section of the HTML document. 

Additionally, the head section of each HTML document should 
include a <meta> tag to set up the “viewport” for the page. This 
tag determines the visible area of the web page to suit the device 
on which the page is being viewed, and looks exactly like this:

<meta  name=”viewport”  
 content=”width=device-width, initial-scale=1.0” > 

• The width=device-width part sets the width of the page to 
match the screen-width of the viewing device.

• The initial-scale=1.0 part sets the initial zoom level of the 
browser to 100% when the web page is first loaded.

l1 Open a plain text editor (such as Windows’ Notepad app) 
then create an HTML document containing heading, 
sub-heading, and paragraph elements 
<!DOCTYPE HTML>  
<html lang=”en”> 
<head> 
<meta charset=”UTF-8”> 
<meta  name=”viewport”  
 content=”width=device-width, initial-scale=1.0” > 
<title>Apply Style Rules</title> 
<!-- Internal style sheet to be inserted here. --> 
</head> 
<body> 
<h1>Heading</h1> 
<h2>Sub-heading</h2> 
<p>Paragraph </p> 
</body> 
</html>

l2 In the document’s head section, insert an internal style 
sheet containing style rules for the heading element 
<style> 
h1 { color : Blue ;  background : Yellow ; } 
</style>

l3 Save the HTML file then open it in your web browser to 
see the internal style sheet rules applied to the heading

apply.html
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Inline rules may override 
rules specified by other 
style sheets, as inline 
rules are the last to be 
applied by the browser.

External style sheets 
are great to maintain 
consistent styles across 
multiple web pages, 
so authors can change 
a single rule that will 
be instantly applied 
across all pages. Internal 
style sheets are used 
by most examples in 
this book so that each 
HTML document is a 
standalone example.

…cont’d

Style rules can also be applied by assigning “inline” properties and 
values to the style attribute of an element:

l4 Edit the sub-heading tag to add an inline rule set 
<h2 style=”color : White ; background : Green ;” >

Style rules can also be applied from an external style sheet:

l5 Open a plain text editor, then type the style rules below 
and save it as an external style sheet named “external.css” 
p { color : Yellow ;  background : Red ; }

l6 Edit the HTML file to link the external style sheet by 
inserting this tag in the document’s head section 
<link rel=”stylesheet” href=”external.css” type=”text/css”>

l7 Save the HTML file then reopen it in your web browser 
to see the inline and external style sheet rules applied

external.css
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Select Type

Remember that there 
must be a comma 
between the element 
types in a selector 
targeting multiple 
element types.

The selector part of a style rule selects elements in an HTML 
document to be styled according to the values specified in that 
rule’s declaration block.

A “type” selector selects all elements in the page that match the 
selector. Multiple elements can be selected by a type selector that 
specifies a comma-separated list of element types.

l1 Create an HTML document containing a heading and an 
unordered list of hyperlinks within a division container 
<div> 
<h1>Large Heading</h1> 
<ul> 
<li><a href=”https://google.com”>Google</a></li> 
<li><a href=”https://yahoo.com”>Yahoo</a></li> 
<li><a href=”https://mediafire.com”>MediaFire</a></li> 
</ul> 
</div>

l2 Add a style sheet with a style rule setting the width of 
the container element at half the page width 
<style> 
div { width : 50% ; } 
</style>

l3 Add style rules setting the background color of all 
hyperlinks, the heading, and list elements 
a { background : Yellow ; } 
h1, ul { color: White ; background : Blue ; }

l4 Save the HTML file then open the web page in a 
browser to see the elements styled by type selectors

type.html

< / >
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The div * selector selects 
elements of all types 
within the div container, 
but not the <div> 
element itself.

…cont’d

The CSS * universal selector can be used to select elements of all 
types within an HTML document – as if it was a selector listing 
all element types as a comma-separated list:

l5 Add a style rule with a universal selector to make all text 
italic, then save the HTML file again and refresh the 
browser to see both heading and list text become italic 
* { font-style : italic ; }

The * universal selector can also be used to select elements of any 
type contained within a specified element type:

l6 Add a style rule with a universal selector to add a 
2-pixel wide border around all elements within the “div” 
container, then save the HTML file once more and 
refresh the browser to see borders around the elements 
div * { border : 2px solid Red ; }

You will discover many 
more CSS font properties 
in Chapter 3 of this book.
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If two rules select the 
same element, the lower 
rule in the style sheet 
will be applied. But it 
doesn’t matter in which 
order these rules appear 
in the style sheet. The 
class selector that is 
combined with the type 
selector will be applied 
as it is more specific. See 
page 22 to discover how 
specificity is calculated.

Select Class
As an alternative to selecting elements by type, a class selector 
can select HTML elements that contain a class attribute that has 
been assigned a value matching the selector. The class selector 
begins with a . period character followed by the class value to 
match. This is especially useful to apply the style rule across a 
number of specific elements of different type.

Additionally, a class selector can be combined with a type selector 
to select specific instances of a class. In this case, the selector first 
specifies the element type, followed by a . period character and the 
class value to match:

l1 Create an HTML document containing a paragraph and 
two spanned words – which all have a common class value 
<p class=”frame”>You can fool all the people  
<span class=”frame”>some</span> of the time, and 
<span class=”frame”>some</span> of the people all the 
time, but you cannot fool all the people all the time.</p>

l2 Add a style sheet with a style rule drawing red borders 
around each element using the class value 
<style> 
.frame { border : 2px solid Red ; } 
</style>

l3 Now, add a style rule overriding the previous one for the 
paragraph element only – to draw a blue border around 
the paragraph and to set its width 
p.frame { border : 2px solid Blue ; width : 50% ; }

l4 Save the HTML document then open the web page in a 
browser to see elements styled by the class selectors

class.html
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Select Identity
Similar to a class selector, an identity selector can select HTML 
elements that contain an id attribute that has been assigned a 
value matching the selector. The identity selector begins with a # 
hash character followed by the id value to match. This is mostly 
useful to apply the style rule to one specific element, as each id 
attribute value must be unique within the HTML document.

Optionally, an identity selector can be combined with a type 
selector simply to identify the element type. In this case, the 
selector first specifies the element type, followed by a hash 
character and the id value to match:

l1 Create an HTML document containing a paragraph and 
two spanned phrases – which all have a unique id value 
<p id=”para1”>You may only be someone  
<span id=”span1”>in the world</span><br> 
but to someone else you may  
<span id=”span2”>be the world</span></p>

l2 Add a style sheet with style rules painting colored 
backgrounds behind the text in each span element 
<style> 
#span1 { color : White ; background : Yellow ; } 
#span2 { color : White ; background : Green ; } 
</style>

l3 Now, add a style rule to paint a colored background 
behind the rest of the paragraph and to set its width 
p#para1 { background : Yellow ; width : 70% ; }

l4 Save the HTML document then open the web page in a 
browser to see elements styled by the identity selectors

If a class selector and 
an identity selector both 
attempt to style the 
same property of one 
element, the identity 
selector value would 
be applied as it has 
greater importance. 
See page 22 for more 
on how selectors rate 
importance.

identity.html
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You can specify more 
than one descendant 
to further refine a 
descendant selector, 
such as div p span { }.

A child selector will 
target all child elements 
of the parent – even if 
there are other element 
levels between them.

Select Relatives
In addition to selecting target elements by type, class or identity 
(as described on pages 14-17), CSS allows selectors to be 
combined to select elements relative to other elements in the 
HTML document. These “combinators” provide four options:

Descendant Selector (space)
This selects all elements that are descendants of a parent element. 
The CSS selector first specifies the parent element, then a space, 
followed by the descendant element. For example, to select all 
<p> paragraph elements within a <div> division element at any 
level of descendancy:

div p { } 

Child Selector ( > )
This selects all elements that are children of a parent element. The 
CSS selector first specifies the parent element, then a > angled 
bracket character, followed by the child element. For example, to 
select all <p> paragraph elements whose direct parent is a <div> 
division element:

div > p { } 

Adjacent Sibling Selector ( + )
This selects all elements that are adjacent siblings immediately 
following a parent element. The CSS selector first specifies the 
parent element, then a + plus character, followed by the sibling 
element. For example, to select all <p> paragraph elements that 
are placed immediately after each <div> division element:

div + p { } 

General Sibling Selector ( ~ )
This selects all elements that are siblings immediately following a 
parent element. The CSS selector first specifies the parent element, 
then a ~ tilde character, followed by the sibling element. For 
example, to select all <p> paragraph elements that follow a <div> 
division element:

div ~ p { }

Sibling elements must 
have the same parent. 
Adjacent siblings must 
immediately follow the 
parent element, but 
general siblings are all 
those contained directly 
within the parent.
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...cont’d

l1 Create an HTML document containing a heading, 
several divisions and paragraphs, plus an aside element 
<h3>Heading</h3> 
<div>Content</div> <div>More content</div> 
 
<div> <p>Para 1</p> <p>Para 2</p>  
 <aside> <p>Para 3</p> </aside> 
</div>

l2 Add a style sheet with style rules selecting all paragraphs, 
and only the division element that immediately follows 
the heading element 
<style> 
div p { color : White ; background : Blue ; } 
h3 + div { background : Yellow ; } 
</style>

l3 Save the HTML document then open the web page in a 
browser to see elements styled by the relative selectors

l4 Edit the style rules to select only paragraphs whose direct 
parent is a division element, and all division elements that 
follow the heading element 
div > p { color : White ; background : Blue ; } 
h3 ~ div { background : Yellow ; }

l5 Save the HTML document once more, then refresh the 
browser to see the changes

relative.html

General siblings

Adjacent sibling
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The first word selector 
will only select the 
element if the attribute 
value is a single whole 
word or hyphenated – 
for example, selecting 
[class=”top”] with values 
of “topcat”, or “top-cat”.

Select Attributes
In addition to selecting target elements by type, class, identity or 
by relationship (as described on pages 14-19), CSS selectors can 
target HTML elements that have specific attributes or particular 
attribute values. Attribute selectors have seven options:

Attribute Name Selector [ attribute ]
This selects all elements that have a specified attribute, by stating 
an element followed by an attribute name in [ ] brackets:

ol[ attribute ]

Attribute Value Selector [ attribute=“value” ]
This selects all elements that have a specified attribute and a 
specified value, stated within the [ ] brackets:

li[ class=”value” ]

Attribute Value Item Selector [ attribute~=“value” ]
This selects all elements that have a specified attribute and a list 
of values that contain a specified word:

li[ class~=”item” ]

Attribute First Word Selector [ attribute|=“value” ]
This selects all elements that have a specified attribute and a value 
that begins with a specified word:

li[ class|=”word” ]

Attribute Substring Selector [ attribute*=“value” ]
This selects all elements that have a specified attribute and a value 
that includes a specified substring anywhere in a value or list:

li[ class*=”substring” ]

Attribute First Substring Selector [ attribute^=“value” ]
This selects all elements that have a specified attribute and a value 
that begins with a specified substring anywhere in a value or list:

li[ class^=”substring” ]

Attribute Final Substring Selector [ attribute$=“value” ]
This selects all elements that have a specified attribute and a value 
that ends with a specified substring anywhere in a value or list:

li[ class$=”substring” ]
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The value specified to 
the three substring 
selectors does not need 
to be a whole word.

...cont’d

l1 Create an HTML document containing an ordered list in 
which all elements include attributes 
<ol id=”list”> 
<li class=”reptile”>Alligator</li> 
<li class=”domestic animal”>Dog</li> 
<li class=”animal wild”>Tiger</li> 
<li class=”cat-family”>Lion</li> 
<li class=”sea fish”>Barracuda</li> 
<li class=”topcat”>Cartoon</li> 
<li class =”domestic bird”>Budgerigar</li> 
</ol>

l2 Add a style sheet with a style rule that selects the list 
element by its attribute 
<style> 
ol[ id ] { border : 2px solid Red ; } 
</style> 

l3 Now, add style rules that select all the list items by their 
attribute values 
li[class=”reptile”] { background : Red ; } 
li[class~=”animal”] { background : Blue ; } 
li[ class|=”cat” ] { background : Green ; } 
li[class*=”fi”]  { background : Yellow ; } 
li[class^=”top”] { background : Orange ; } 
li[class$=”ird”]   { background : Purple ; }

l4 Save the HTML document then open the web page in a 
browser to see elements styled by the attribute selectors

attribute.html
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Pseudo elements are 
described on page 72.

Embedded style sheet 
rules take precedence 
over those in external 
style sheets, and the * 
universal selector has a 
zero specificity value of 
0,0,0,0.

Weigh Importance
Where more than one style rule targets properties of the same 
element, the CSS cascade evaluates their importance by examining 
their selector’s “specificity” – to consider how specifically each one 
targets the element to determine their relative importance.

There are four categories that define the importance of a selector. 
These are, in descending order of importance, as follows:

• Inline: a style rule declared to the style attribute directly 
within an element – for example, style=”color:White;”.

• Identity: a selector that targets the id attribute of an element 
– for example, h2#header. 

• Class, Attribute: a selector that targets the class or [attribute] 
of an element – for example, h2.head.

• Element: a selector that targets the type of an element by 
name – for example, h2.

The specificity evaluation process awards points for each selector 
component, which get stored in four weight “registers” for later 
comparison against the specificity value of conflicting selectors. So 
the specificity value can be expressed as a comma-separated list – 
in which 0,0,0,0 is a zero specificity value. The selector component 
points are awarded like this:

• For inline style attribute declarations, add 1,0,0,0.

• For each id attribute in the selector, add 0,1,0,0.

• For each class attribute in the selector or attribute value 
selection, add 0,0,1,0.

• For each element (or pseudo-element) in the selector, add 
0,0,0,1.

If two selectors have the same specificity weight rating, the “latest 
rule counts” so the lower rule in the style sheet will be applied.
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…cont’d

l1 Create an HTML document containing three headings 
<h2 style=”color:White;” >Element Style</h2> 
 
<h2 id=”header”>Identity Style</h2> 
 
<h2 class=”head”>Class Style</h2>

l2 Add a style sheet with a style rule that selects all heading 
elements by type 
<style> 
h2 { color : Yellow ; } 
</style>

l3 Now, add style rules that each target the heading 
elements’ background property in different ways 
h2   { background : Red ; }  /* 0,0,0,1 */ 
body h2 { background : Blue ; }  /* 0,0,0,2 */ 
 
#header    { background : Green ; } /* 0,1,0,0 */ 
h2#header { background : Red ; } /* 0,1,0,1 */ 
 
h2.head         { background : Red ; } /* 0,0,1,1 */ 
body h2.head { background : Green ; } /* 0,0,1,2 */

l4 Save the HTML document then open the web page in 
a browser to see the elements styled after considering 
specificity to rate their importance

specificity.html

See that the first 
heading’s color is 
applied from the inline 
declaration – overriding 
the type selector in 
the style sheet. Each 
heading’s background is 
applied by the rule with 
most weight points.

The /* */ syntax may be 
used to add single and 
multi-line comments 
within a CSS style sheet.
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Paint Colors

AliceBlue

BlanchedAlmond

AntiqueWhite Aqua

Aquamarine

Cornsilk

CornflowerBlueCoralChocolate

ChartreuseCadetBlueBurlyWood

BrownBlueVioletBlue

BlackBisque

BeigeAzure

DarkTurquoise

DarkSlateGrayDarkSlateBlueDarkSeaGreen

DarkSalmon

DarkOliveGreen

DarkOrchid

DarkOrange

DarkRed

DarkMagenta

DarkKhakiDarkGray

DarkGoldenRodDarkCyanDarkBlue

CyanCrimson

Ivory

IndigoIndianRedHotPink

HoneyDewGreenYellowGreen

GrayGoldenRodGold

GhostWhiteGainsboroFuchsia

ForestGreenFloralWhiteFireBrick

DodgerBlueDimGray

DarkGreen

DeepSkyBlue

DeepPink

LightCyanLightCoralLightBlue

LemonChiffonLawnGreenLavenderBlush

LavenderKhaki

DarkViolet

Web browsers recognize all the color names listed in these tables. 
You can use these names in CSS rules to set the color of HTML 
elements. The names are not case-sensitive so they may also be 
written in all lowercase letters – for example, background : aqua ;.

Colors can also be 
written as the Red, 
Green, Blue components 
that make up the color 
– for example, the color 
red is rgb( 255, 0, 0).  
Alternatively, colors 
can be written as 
hexadecimal numbers – 
for example, the color 
red is hexadecimal 
#FF0000, which is Red 
FF (decimal 255), 00 
(decimal 0) Green, and 
00 (decimal 0) Blue.
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Colors can also be 
written as their Hue, 
Saturation, Lightness 
(HSL) values – for 
example, the color full 
red is specified as hsl(0, 
100%, 50%).

...cont’d

LightGoldenRodYellow LightGray LightGreen

LightPink LightSalmon LightSeaGreen

LightSkyBlue LightSlateGray LightSteelBlue

LightYellow Lime LimeGreen

Linen Magenta Maroon

MediumAquamarine MediumBlue MediumOrchid

MediumPurple MediumSeaGreen MediumSlateBlue

MediumSpringGreen MediumTurquoise MediumVioletRed

MidnightBlue MintCream MistyRose

Moccasin NavajoWhite Navy

OldLace Olive OliveDrab

Orange OrangeRed Orchid

PaleGoldenRod PaleGreen PaleTurquoise

PaleVioletRed PapayaWhip PeachPuff

Peru Pink Plum

PowderBlue Purple RebeccaPurple

Red RosyBrown RoyalBlue

SaddleBrown Salmon SandyBrown

SeaGreen SeaShell Sienna

Silver SkyBlue SlateBlue

SlateGray Snow SpringGreen

SteelBlue Tan Teal

Thistle Tomato Turquoise

Violet Wheat White

WhiteSmoke Yellow YellowGreen

Optionally, a fourth 
Alpha value can be 
added to the color 
specification to 
determine the opacity of 
the color – for example, 
a half-transparent full 
red color specified as 
rgba(255, 0, 0, 0.5) or as 
hsla(0, 100%, 50%, 0.5).
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Set Backgrounds
Just as each element can have a background color specified to its 
background property, a background image can be specified to its 
background property, as a url(filename) value. Here, the filename is 
the path to an image file – for example, background : url(bg.png) ;.

The background property can also be used to specify both a 
background image and color as space-separated values – for 
example, background : LightBlue url( bg.png ) ;. Background 
images are placed on a layer above the background’s color layer 
so specifying an image with transparent areas will allow the 
background color to shine through the image.

Any specified background image will normally be positioned at 
the top-left corner of the element and the browser will, by default, 
repeatedly “tile” the image row-by-row across the element area. 
This behavior can be modified by assigning different values to the 
background property where values of repeat-x restricts the tiling 
pattern to one horizontal row and repeat-y restricts the tiling 
pattern to one vertical column. Tiling can also be prevented by 
assigning a no-repeat value so that a single copy of the image 
appears at the top-left corner of the content box.

The position of a background image can be specified to the 
background property to control its horizontal position with values 
of left, center, and right, and to control its vertical position with 
values of top, center, and bottom. Combining horizontal and 
vertical values together with a no-repeat value lets you set a single 
version of the image at a given position within the element area – 
for example, background : url( bg.png ) no-repeat top right ;.

The background property has a scroll value by default that relates 
to the viewport, not the element, so by default a background 
image will scroll along with the page. Should you prefer to attach 
a background page image, so it does not scroll along with the 
page, you can specify a fixed value to the background property so 
the background image will remain at a specified position relative 
to the viewport when the page gets scrolled.

All background values can be specified in a space-separated list to 
the background shorthand property, or individually to properties 
of background-color, background-image, background-repeat, 
background-position and background-attachment.

Use the background 
shorthand property 
rather than the various 
individual properties – 
to keep the style sheet 
more concise. The list 
of values should appear 
in the order in which 
they are listed here, but 
optionally any of these 
values may be omitted.

When choosing a 
background image be 
sure it will not make text 
content difficult to read.
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…cont’d

background.html

crab.png – 64px x 64px 
Gray areas are transparent.

l1 Create an HTML document containing two paragraphs 
<p class=”repeat”></p> 
<p class=”repeat-y”></p>

l2 Add a style sheet with rules that set the dimensions and 
background properties of each paragraph 
<style> 
p.repeat { width : 384px ; height : 128px ; 
 background : LightBlue url( crab.png ) ; } 
 
p.repeat-y { width : 384px ; height : 128px ; background : 
 DeepSkyBlue url( crab.png ) repeat-y top right ;  } 
</style>

l3 Now, add a style rule that attaches a background image to 
the page at a fixed position 
body { background : url( crab.png )  
 no-repeat bottom right fixed ; }

l4 Save the HTML document, then open the web page in 
a browser to see the backgrounds – scroll the page to see 
the fixed page background image
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Summary
• CSS is a language provided by the W3C to regain control of 

markup by separating document structure from presentation.

• The cascade allows style rules to fall from one style sheet to 
another and determines which style rule will be applied.

• Each style rule comprises a selector and a declaration block.

• Each declaration specifies a property and a value to be 
applied to that property – separated by a : colon character.

• A style rule set may contain multiple declarations – each 
terminated by a ; semicolon character.

• Style rules can be specified in an internal style sheet, inline 
to an HTML element’s style attribute, or in an external style 
sheet.

• Type selectors select all elements that match the selector.

• Class selectors select all elements that contain a class attribute 
that has been assigned a value matching the selector.

• Identity selectors select all elements that contain an id 
attribute that has been assigned a value matching the selector.

• Relative selectors are combinators that select elements relative 
to other elements as descendants, children, or siblings.

• Attribute selectors select elements that have specific attributes 
or particular attribute values.

• The cascade evaluates the selector’s specificity to rate 
importance by how specifically each one targets the element.

• Color values can be specified by name, hexadecimal value, 
Red Green Blue value or Hue, Saturation, Lightness value.

• The background shorthand property can specify an element’s 
background color, image, repeat, position, and attachment.
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